FACILITY NOTICE NO. 53/2008

Attention of all Exporters, CHAs, Trade and Members of Industry is invited to the issue regarding the rectification of L error. Detailed analysis of the EDI data revealed that out of the Shipping bills with L errors, a substantial number (of L errors) are on account of the cancellation of the Let Export Order (LEO) in order to accommodate certain pre-shipment amendments. Such L error occurs where the date of sailing falls prior to the subsequent LEO entered in the system after granting pre-shipment amendment. But the L error is exposed in the system only after filing the EGM.

2. Since such L errors were on account of the pre-shipment amendments which were already permitted, it has been decided that such L errors, owing to the pre-shipment amendments would be rectified by the department without being applied by the Exporter / CHA.

3. A suitable mechanism has been provided in the EDI system to generate the list of Shipping bills where the generation of the EP copy was held up due to such L errors. Further, the Asstt./Dy.Commissioner i/c. of the EGM Co-ordination Unit has been authorized to correct the
above mentioned type of L errors without seeking further approval of the concerned Addl./Jt.Commissioner.

4. The above mentioned trade facilitation measure may be brought to the notice of the concerned. Difficulties, if any, in this regard may be brought to the notice of the Commissioner of Customs (Export), JNCH.

(K.L.GOYAL)

COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS (EXPORT)

To

All the Concerned.

Copy to:

1. The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai Zone-II, JNCH, Sheva.
2. The Commissioner of Customs (Export)/(Import), JNCH, Sheva.
3. All Addl.Commissioners of Customs, JNCH, Sheva.
4. All Asstt./Dy.Commissioners of Customs, JNCH, Sheva.
5. Office Copy.